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Ready-to-Use Unbiased Estimators for Multivariate
Cumulants Including One That Outperforms x3
Fabian Schefczik and Daniel Ha¨gele
Abstract—We present multivariate unbiased estimators for sec-
ond, third, and fourth order cumulants C2(x, y), C3(x, y, z), and
C4(x, y, z, w). Many relevant new estimators are derived for cases
where some variables are average-free or pairs of variables have
a vanishing second order cumulant. The well-know Fisher k-
statistics is recovered for the single variable case. The variances of
several estimators are explicitly given in terms of higher order cu-
mulants and discussed with respect to random processes that are
predominately Gaussian. We surprisingly find that the frequently
used third order estimator x3 for C3(x, x, x) of a process x with
zero average is outperformed by alternative estimators. The new
(Gauss-optimal) estimator x3−3x2x(m−1)/(m+1) improves the
variance by a factor of up to 5/2. Similarly, the estimator x2z for
C3(x, x, z) can be replaced by another Gauss-optimal estimator.
The known estimator xyz for C3(x, y, z) as well as previously
known estimators for C2 and C4 of one average-free variable
are shown to be Gauss-optimal. As a side result of our work we
present two simple recursive formulas for finding multivariate
cumulants from moments and vice versa.
Index Terms—bias, consistency, cumulant, estimation, estimator,
higher moments, higher order statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
H IGHER ORDER CUMULANTS find various applica-tions in signal processing for the investigation of higher
order statistics [1]. Methods for blind source separation heavily
rely on higher order cumulants of stochastic vectors, i.e. on
cumulants of more than one variable. Polyspectra for higher
order harmonic analysis are another example of a concept that
is based on higher order multivariate cumulants [2]. Third and
fourth order polyspectra recently found application in physics
for the investigation of continuous quantum measurements [3].
The calculation of a cumulant like, e.g., the variance
C2(x, x) = 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 from a finite sample of m data xj
requires the choice of a suitable estimator. The formula
k2 =
1
m− 1
m∑
j=1
xj −
 1
m
m∑
j′=1
xj′
2
=
m
m− 1(x− x)
2 (1)
with the famous Bessel correction m − 1 in the denominator
is known to be an unbiased estimator for a non-average
free independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process. In
the second line, we denoted the average of m-samples by
· · ·. This notation allows for more compact equations and
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will be used throughout the article. It can be shown that
C2(x, x) = 〈k2〉 while the statistical expectation of the so-
called classical or natural estimator (x− x)2 deviates from
C2(x, x) by an error that is on the order of 1/m. In 1928 R.
A. Fisher gave corresponding explicit formulas for k1 to k6
and a general recipe for obtaining even higher order unbiased
estimators for cumulants of one or more variables [4]. His
formulas kj are today known as k-statistics and find frequent
application in signal processing. Nardo et al. gave in 2009 a
general framework for deriving multivariate k-statistics based
on the mathematical concept of umbra calculus [5], [6]. They,
however, give only one ready-to-use multivariate estimator for
the cumulant C3(x, x, z) with x and z being not average-
free. Mansour as well as Blagouchine and Moreau recently
derived and discussed an unbiased estimator for the fourth
order cumulant of an average-free variable where 〈x〉 = 0
was exploited to yield a simpler estimator as compared to
the general k4 [7], [8]. Despite the obvious demand of a
generalized version of k-statistics for the multivariate case or
for cases with additional knowledge on the random variables,
we are aware of only a small number of special cases in the
literature (compare text below Table I). Here we present a
collection of unbiased estimators for multivariate cumulants up
to fourth order including cases where one or more variables
are average free or the covariance C2 of a pair of different
variables is known to vanish. These estimators contain less
terms than the general (or full) estimators and will therefore
be referred to as reduced estimators. We recover the known
result that the reduced estimator of C4(x, x, x, x) exhibits an
improved variance for a Gauss distributed variable compared
to k4, i.e. the signal to noise improves upon using the
reduced estimator [8]. Much to our surprise, we find that the
corresponding reduced estimator x3 for C3(x, x, x) is in fact
worse than k3 = m2(x− x)3/((m − 1)(m − 2)). Below, a
new (Gauss-) optimal estimator is derived that even surpasses
the performance of k3. We expect that the new estimators will
soon replace biased or non-Gauss-optimal estimators that have
been used in literature for the lack of alternatives.
The paper is organized as follows. We first give a short
review on multivariate higher order cumulants and some of
their properties in Section II. In Sections III, IV, V, and
VI we derive unbiased estimators for second to fourth order
cumulants for random variables with various known properties
like zero average. In Section VII we discuss the variance of
several estimators and are led to the question of estimators
that are optimal under the condition of random variables that
are predominantly Gaussian. In Section VIII we derive several
Gauss-optimal estimators. Their usefulness is illustrated by a
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numerical example in Section IX for an average free random
variable with slightly asymmetric distribution. Owing to the
considerable number of different estimators, we introduce
here a new nomenclature for them based on conditions for
their application. Table I gives an overview of all estimators
including references for those previously known.
II. CUMULANTS
The nth order cumulants of a stochastic vector ~x =
(x1, x2, · · · )T can be defined by a generating function
K~x(~k) = ln〈exp
(
~k · ~x
)
〉 (2)
and its derivatives at ~k = 0
Cn (x1, ..., xn) =
∂n
∂k1...∂kn
K~x(~k)
∣∣∣
~k=0
. (3)
Here we used angle brackets 〈· · · 〉 to denote the expected
statistical value, instead of E[· · · ] to obtain slightly more
compact expressions. The definitions x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z,
and x4 = w are used throughout the paper for the same
reason. The four lowest-order multivariate cumulants are then
explicitly given in terms of products of higher order moments
[9]
C1(x) = 〈x〉 (4)
C2(x, y) = 〈xy〉 − 〈x〉〈y〉 (5)
C3(x, y, z) = 〈xyz〉 − 〈xy〉〈z〉 − 〈xz〉〈y〉 − 〈yz〉〈x〉
+2〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉 (6)
C4(x, y, z, w) = 〈xyzw〉 − 〈xyz〉〈w〉 − 〈xyw〉〈z〉
−〈xzw〉〈y〉 − 〈yzw〉〈x〉 − 〈xy〉〈zw〉
−〈xz〉〈yw〉 − 〈xw〉〈yz〉
+2〈xy〉〈z〉〈w〉+ 2〈xz〉〈y〉〈w〉
+2〈xw〉〈y〉〈z〉+ 2〈yz〉〈x〉〈w〉
+2〈yw〉〈x〉〈z〉+ 2〈zw〉〈x〉〈y〉
−6〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉〈w〉. (7)
We give in Appendix A a recursive relation between cumulants
and moments that can be used to obtain multivariate cumulants
of any order in terms of moments and vice versa. Any
cumulant Cn of the sum of two independent stochastic vectors
~x and ~y shows the important property
Cn(~x+ ~y) = Cn(~x) + Cn(~y). (8)
If ~x is a desired signal and ~y an undesired background noise
(e.g. electronic noise of an amplifier), then C(~x) can be
determined via that above relation from C(~x + ~y) and a
separately measured background cumulant Cn(~y). In contrast
to cumulants, such a procedure is not possible using higher
order moments as for M(~x) = 〈x1x2...〉
Mn(~x+ ~y) 6=Mn(~x) +Mn(~y) (9)
for n ≥ 2. This is the main reason why cumulants are so
important for the evaluation of actual experiments. In the
following we will derive estimators cn(~x) of the cumulants
Cn(~x). The estimators are functions of m samples of ~x and
will be constructed in a way that they fulfill Cn(~x) = 〈cn(~x)〉.
Any such an estimator is called unbiased, in contrast to a
biased estimator c˜n(~x) with an error ε(m) where Cn(~x) =
〈c˜n(~x)〉+ ε(m).
III. ESTIMATORS FOR C2
While the unbiased estimators for C2 are well known, they
are derived here for didactical reasons. The same method used
here will be applied to derive estimators of C3 and C4 in the
following sections. We seek to write C2(x, y) as the expected
statistical value of first and second order means of m samples
of ~x. The expected statistical value of the mean of m samples
xiyi exhibits a simple relation with the second order moment
〈xy〉
〈xy〉 = 1
m
m∑
i
〈xiyi〉 = 〈xy〉, (10)
where we used an overline · · · to denote the mean of m
samples. Consider now
〈x y〉 = 1
m2
m∑
i,j
〈xiyj〉, (11)
which cannot be reduced to a single expected value. There are
m terms under the sum with i = j and m(m− 1) terms with
i 6= j. The first case gives rise to contributions 〈xy〉 and the
second to contributions 〈x〉〈y〉 (the second case requires ~x to
be i.i.d. !) which yields
〈x y〉 = 1
m2
(m〈xy〉+m(m− 1)〈x〉〈y〉) . (12)
The above relations between the sample means and the ex-
pected values can be combined into a single matrix equation(
〈xy〉
〈x y〉
)
=
(
1 0
m
m2
m(m−1)
m2
)(
〈xy〉
〈x〉〈y〉
)
. (13)
The second-order cumulant (5) can be written as
C2(x, y) =
(
1 −1
)( 〈xy〉
〈x〉〈y〉
)
, (14)
and expressed in terms of sample means denoting the above
2× 2-matrix by A2 as
C2(x, y) =
〈(
1 −1
)
A−12
(
xy
x y
)〉
. (15)
We can find an unbiased estimator for C2(x, y) in the angle
brackets of the above equation
c
(a)
2 (x, y) =
m
m− 1 (xy − x y) (16)
and for the case of just one variable
c
(b)
2 (x) =
m
m− 1
(
x2 − x2
)
(17)
which is identical to (1) and correctly exhibits the Bessel
correction. If the processes are known to have zero means
〈x〉 = 0 and/or 〈y〉 = 0, (14) simplifies to
C2(x, y) =
(
1 0
)
·
(
〈xy〉
〈x〉〈y〉
)
(18)
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TABLE I
UNBIASED REDUCED AND GAUSS-OPTIMAL ESTIMATORS.
Conditions C2(x, y) C3(x, y, z) C4(x, y, z, w)
(a) no conditions c(a)2 (x, y) GV c
(a)
3 (x, y, z) GV c
(a)
4 (x, y, z, w) G
(b) x = y = z = w c(b)2 (x) = k2 GV c
(b)
3 (x) = k3 GV c
(b)
4 (x) = k4 GV
(c) x = y = z = w and 〈x〉 = 0 c(c)2 (x) = c(e)2 (x, x) GV c(c)3 (x) nG V, c(c,Go)3 (x) GV∗ c(c)4 (x) GV
(d) 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 〈w〉 = 0 c(d)2 (x, y) = c(e)2 (x, y) GV c(d)3 (x, y, z) GV c(d)4 (x, y, z, w)
(e) only 〈x〉 = 0 c(e)2 (x, y) GV c(e)3 (x, y, z) GV∗ c(e)4 (x, y, z, w)
(f) only 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 0 - c(f)3 (x, y, z) GV∗ c(f)4 (x, y, z, w)
(g) only 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 0 - - c(g)4 (x, y, z, w)
(h) 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 〈w〉 = 0 and x = y - c(h)3 (x, z) = c(d)3 (x, x, z) nG V, not treated
c
(h,Go)
3 (x, z) GV
∗
(i) C2(x, y) = 0 - c
(i)
3 (x, y, z) not treated
(j) 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 〈w〉 = 0 - c(j)3 (x, y, z) c(j)4 (x, y, z, w)
and C2(x, y) = 0, C2(x, z) = 0, etc.
(ca) x = a, y = a∗, z = b, w = b∗ - - c(ca)4 (a, b) V
and 〈a〉 = 〈b〉 = 0, C2(a, b) = 0, C2(a, b∗) = 0
(cb) x = a, y = a∗, z = b, w = b∗ - - c(cb)4 (a, b) V
∗
and 〈a〉 = 〈b〉 = 0, C2(a, b) = 0, C2(a, b∗) 6= 0
(cc) x = a, y = a∗, z = b, w = b∗ - - c(cc)4 (a, b)
and 〈a〉 6= 0, 〈b〉 = 0, C2(a, b) = 0, C2(a, b∗) = 0
(cd) x = a, y = a∗, z = b, w = b∗ - c(cd)3 (a, b) GV
∗ -
and 〈a〉 = 0, 〈b〉 6= 0, C2(a, b) = 0, C2(a, b∗) = 0
The table gives an overview on which estimator can be used to estimate a cumulant depending on conditions. The univariate estimators c(b)j (x) are identical
with Fisher’s k-statistics kj [4]. The estimator c
(c)
4 has been introduced and treated in [7], [8] and c
(ca)
4 (a, b) was introduced in [10] and applied in [11].
Estimators labeled with G are proved to be Gauss-optimal in the text. Estimator labeled nG are proved to be not Gauss-optimal. The general variance of the
estimator is given in the text if it is labeled with V. The variance of the estimator for Gaussian variables x, y, is given if it is labeled V∗. All estimators are
consistent (Section X).
and a reduced estimator
c
(d/e)
2 (x, y) = xy (19)
follows without the Bessel correction. For x = y we have
c
(c)
2 (x) = x
2. (20)
Please note that the zero in (18) can be replaced by any
parameter α since 〈x〉 = 0. This would yield correct unbiased
estimators of C2 for any α. We will see below that sometimes
an α 6= 0 can be found that yields an improved variance
compared to the estimator with α = 0.
IV. ESTIMATORS FOR C3
Next, we derive unbiased estimators for the multivariate cumu-
lant C3 [see Eq. (6)]. The derivation follows the same scheme
as above. Considering
〈xyz〉 = 1
m
m∑
i
〈xiyizi〉 = 〈xyz〉, (21)
we establish xyz as an unbiased estimator of 〈xyz〉. Consid-
ering
〈xy z〉 = 1
m2
m∑
i,j
〈xiyizj〉, (22)
we find that the terms under the sum appear with the multi-
plicities
i = j = k m-times
i = j 6= k m(m− 1)-times
(23)
which leads us to
m2〈xy z〉 = m(m− 1)〈xy〉〈z〉+m〈xyz〉. (24)
Corresponding expressions hold for 〈xz y〉 and 〈yz x〉.
Last, we treat
〈x y z〉 = 1
m3
m∑
i,j,k
〈xiyjzk〉 (25)
where we find the multiplicities
i = j = k m-times
i = j 6= k m(m− 1)-timesi 6= j = k m(m− 1)-times
i = k 6= j m(m− 1)-times
i 6= j 6= k m(m− 1)(m− 2)-times,
leading to
m3〈x y z〉 = m(m− 1)(m− 2)〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉
+ m(m− 1) (〈xy〉〈z〉+ 〈xz〉〈y〉+ 〈yz〉〈x〉)
+ m〈xyz〉. (26)
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The above relations can expressed as one matrix equation
〈xyz〉
〈xy z〉
〈xz y〉
〈yz x〉
〈x y z〉
 =

1 0 0 0 0
m1
m2
m2
m2 0 0 0
m1
m2 0
m2
m2 0 0
m1
m2 0 0
m2
m2 0
m1
m3
m2
m3
m2
m3
m2
m3
m3
m3
·

〈xyz〉
〈xy〉〈z〉
〈xz〉〈y〉
〈yz〉〈x〉
〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉
 ,
(27)
where we defined mn =
∏n
i=1(m− i+ 1). The 5× 5 matrix
will be denoted by A3 in the following. The cumulant C3 is
then expressed as an statistical average of products of sample
means
C3(x, y, z) =
〈

1
−1
−1
−1
2

T
·A−13 ·

xyz
xy z
xz y
yz x
x y z

〉
(28)
where the coefficients of the first vector follow from the RHS
of Eq. (6). The inversion of A3 poses no problem and was
performed by a computer algebra system.
It follows that the estimator c3(x, y, z) of the multivariate
cumulant C3 is given by the expression in the angle brackets
which after evaluation yields
c
(a)
3 (x, y, z) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)
×(xyz − xy z − xz y − yz x+ 2x y z)
=
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(x− x)(y − y)(z − z).(29)
The estimator is defined for all sample sizes m ≥ 3 and will
produce correct unbiased estimators in contrast to the ’natural’
estimator without the prefactor m
2
(m−1)(m−2) . The requirement
m ≥ 3 for the sample size is consistent with the fact that
skewness cannot be determined from only two samples.
Setting all variables equal to x
c
(b)
3 (x) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(x
3 − 3x2 x+ 2x x x)
=
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(x− x)
3 (30)
the third order k-statistics k3 of Fisher is recoved [4].
Several special cases that may be interesting for applications
follow immediately from an adapted version of (28). For
〈x〉 = 0 we find after replacing the first vector in (28) by
(1,−1,−1, 0, 0)
c
(e)
3 (x, y, z) =
1
m− 1 ((m+ 1)xyz −m (xy z + xz y)) ,
(31)
which is valid for m ≥ 2.
For 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 0 we find
c
(f)
3 (x, y, z) =
m
m− 1 (xyz − xy z) . (32)
For all variables being average free (〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 0),
the result simplifies to
c
(d)
3 (x, y, z) = xyz. (33)
Another interesting case can be derived for two uncorrelated
(not necessarily average-free) variables x, y with C2(x, y) = 0.
After replacing the first vector in Eq. (28) by (1, 0,−1,−1, 1)
we find
c
(i)
3 (x, y, z) =
m
m− 2 (xyz − xz y − yz x+ x y z) . (34)
The estimator c(d)3 simplifies to
c
(c)
3 (x) = x
3 (35)
for x = y = z. A complex estimator for x = a, y = a∗, z = b
with 〈a〉 = 0 may find application for the calculation of third
order polyspectra (compare Section VI). We find
c
(cd)
3 (a, b) =
m
m− 1(aa
∗b− aa∗ b). (36)
V. ESTIMATORS FOR C4
The derivation of unbiased estimators for C4 follows the same
scheme as above. We immediately find
〈xyzw〉 = 〈xyzw〉. (37)
The term
〈xyz w〉 = 1
m2
m∑
i,j
〈xiyiziwj〉 (38)
exhibits the multiplicities
i = j m-times
i 6= j m(m− 1)-times.
which yields
m2〈xyz w〉 = [m(m− 1)〈xyz〉〈w〉+m〈xyzw〉] . (39)
Corresponding expressions hold for xyw z, xzw y , and
yzw x. The term
〈xy zw〉 = 1
m2
m∑
i,j
〈xiyizjwj〉 (40)
has the same multiplicities as 〈xyz w〉 and leads us to
m2〈xy zw〉 = [m(m− 1)〈xy〉〈zw〉+m〈xyzw〉] . (41)
Terms with structure xy z w can be written as
〈xy z w〉 = 1
m3
m∑
i,j,k
〈xiyizjwk〉 (42)
with the multiplicities
i = j = k m-times
i = j 6= k m(m− 1)-times
i 6= j = k m(m− 1)-times
i = k 6= j m(m− 1)-times
i 6= j 6= k m(m− 1)(m− 2)-times
resulting in
m3〈xy z w〉 = m(m− 1)(m− 2)〈xy〉〈z〉〈w〉 (43)
+ m(m− 1)(〈xyz〉〈w〉+ 〈xyw〉〈z〉)
+ m(m− 1)〈xy〉〈zw〉+m〈xyzw〉.
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Corresponding expressions hold for 〈xz y w〉, 〈xw y z〉,
〈yz x w〉, 〈yw x z〉 and 〈zw x y〉. Finally, the term
〈x y z w〉 = 1
m4
m∑
i,j,k,l
〈xiyjzkwl〉 (44)
exhibits the following multiplicities
i = j = k = l m-times
i = j = k 6= l m(m− 1)-times with 4 realizations
i = j 6= k = l m(m− 1)-times with 3 realizations
i = j 6= k 6= j m(m− 1)(m− 2)-times with 6 realizations
i 6= j 6= k 6= l m(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)-times,
where e.g. ’4 realizations’ means explicitly i = j = k 6= l,
i = j = l 6= k, j = k = l 6= i, and i = k = l 6= j. This leads
to
m4〈x y z w〉 = m(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉〈w〉
+ m(m− 1)(m− 2)(〈xy〉〈z〉〈w〉+ 5 o.p.)
+ m(m− 1)(〈xyz〉〈w〉+ 3 o.p.)
+ m(m− 1)(〈xy〉〈zw〉+ 2 o.p.)
+ m〈xyzw〉, (45)
where ’o.p.’ means other permutations of the variables in
e.g. 〈xy〉〈z〉〈w〉 that give rise to (non-identical) terms like
〈xz〉〈y〉〈w〉.
The relation of means and products of expected statistical
averages can be written as a matrix equation
〈~µ〉 = A4~p (46)
where
~µ =

xyzw
xyz w
xyw z
xzw y
yzw x
xy zw
xz yw
xw yz
xy z w
xz y w
xw y z
yz x w
yw x z
zw x y
x y z w

; ~p =

〈xyzw〉
〈xyz〉〈w〉
〈xyw〉〈z〉
〈xzw〉〈y〉
〈yzw〉〈x〉
〈xy〉〈zw〉
〈xz〉〈yw〉
〈xw〉〈yz〉
〈xy〉〈z〉〈w〉
〈xz〉〈y〉〈w〉
〈xw〉〈y〉〈z〉
〈yz〉〈x〉〈w〉
〈yw〉〈x〉〈z〉
〈zw〉〈x〉〈y〉
〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉〈w〉

(47)
with the coefficient matrix A4 given in Table II. The cumulant
C4 [Eq. (7)] can now be expressed as
C4(x, y, z, w) = 〈~γA−14 ~µ〉 (48)
where ~γT = (1,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,−6).
The full unbiased estimator for the fourth-order cumulant is
found in the angle brackets as
c
(a)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3) × (49)[
(m+ 1)xyzw − (m+ 1) (xyz w + 3 o.p.)
− (m− 1) (xy zw + 2 o.p.)
+ 2m (xy z w + 5 o.p.)− 6mx y z w]
or more compactly written as
c
(a)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3) (50)
×
[
(m+ 1)(x− x)(y − y)(z − z)(w − w)
− (m− 1)
(
(x− x)(y − y)
×(z − z)(w − w) + 2 o.p.
) ]
.
Unlike in the case of c2 and c3, there no longer is a single
common prefactor for all terms. Several special cases for c4
will be discussed in the following. In the case of all variables
being equal to x we find
c
(b)
4 (x) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3) × (51)[
(m+ 1)x4 − 4(m+ 1)x3 x
−3(m− 1)x2 x2 + 12mx2 x x− 6mx4
]
=
m2[(m+ 1)(x− x)4 − 3(m− 1)(x− x)22]
(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3)
(52)
which agrees with the fourth order k-statistics k4 [4]. For four
variables and 〈x〉 = 0 we find
c
(e)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
1
(m− 1) (m− 2) × (53)
[(m+ 1) (m+ 2)xyzw
−m ((m+ 2) (xyz w + xyw z + xwz y)
+m (xy zw + xz yw + xw yz)
−2m (xy z w + xz y w + xw y z))] .
For 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 0 we find
c
(f)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
1
(m− 1) (m− 2) × (54)((
m2 + 2m− 4)xyzw
−m (m (xyz w + xyw z) +mxy zw
+(m− 2) (xz yw + xw yz)
−2mxy z w)) .
For 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 〈z〉 = 0 we find
c
(g)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
1
m− 1 × (55)
((m+ 3)xyzw −m (xyz w + xy zw + xz yw + xw yz)) .
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TABLE II
MATRIX A4
A4 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0 0 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0 0 0 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0 0 0 0 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0
m2
m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m3
m2
m3
m2
m3 0 0
m2
m3 0 0
m3
m3 0 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m3
m2
m3 0
m2
m3 0 0
m2
m3 0 0
m3
m3 0 0 0 0 0
m1
m3 0
m2
m3
m2
m3 0 0 0
m2
m3 0 0
m3
m3 0 0 0 0
m1
m3
m2
m3 0 0
m2
m3 0 0
m2
m3 0 0 0
m3
m3 0 0 0
m1
m3 0
m2
m3 0
m2
m3 0
m2
m3 0 0 0 0 0
m3
m3 0 0
m1
m3 0 0
m2
m3
m2
m3
m2
m3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m3
m3 0
m1
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m2
m4
m3
m4
m3
m4
m3
m4
m3
m4
m3
m4
m3
m4
m4
m4

And for all variables being average-free we obtain
c
(d)
4 (x, y, z, w) =
1
m− 1 × (56)
((m+ 2)xyzw −m (xy zw + xz yw + xw yz)) .
The problem of finding c(d)4 (x, y, z, w) was stated in [8] but
left unsolved. Also for average-free variables there is no
common prefactor for all terms. For one variable x with zero
mean we recover the known result [7], [8]
c
(c)
4 (x) =
1
m− 1
(
(m+ 2)x4 − 3mx2 x2)
)
. (57)
For four average free variables with vanishing pairwise second
order cumulant C2(x, y) = 0, C2(x, z) = 0, etc. we obtain the
simple estimator
c
(j)
4 (x) = xyzw. (58)
VI. ESTIMATORS OF C4 FOR COMPLEX VARIABLES
For complex variables a, b, c, d the above estimators can
be used analogously. A few additional special cases are
however interesting for calculating fourth order polyspectra.
In Ref. [11] the authors obtained a fourth order spectrum from
estimating a cumulant C4(aω, a∗ω, aω′ , a
∗
ω′). The variables aω
were Fourier coefficients obtained from Fast Fourier Transfor-
mations of a stochastic signal. The variables aω and aω′ always
exhibit a random complex phase except for ω = 0 where a
constant offset may appear if the initial stochastic signal is not
average-free. The following special cases are therefore highly
relevant for C4 estimations. The cumulant C4(a, a∗, b, b∗) is
for 〈a〉 = 〈b〉 = 0 and C2(a, b) = C2(a, b∗) = 0 given by
c
(ca)
4 (a, b) =
m
m− 1(aa
∗bb∗ − aa∗ bb∗). (59)
The estimator c(ca)4 (a, b) had previously been derived by
Starosielec [10] and found application in [11].
If C2(a, b) = 0 can be assumed but C2(a, b∗) = 0 cannot (e.g.
if a = b), the estimator
c
(cb)
4 (a, b) =
1
m− 1
(
(m+ 1) aa∗bb∗
−m (aa∗ bb∗ + ab∗ a∗b)) (60)
has to be used.
The authors of [11] used c(ca)4 (aω, aω′) with m = 2 to estimate
C4 for all frequency pairs ω, ω′. While this is correct for cases
where ω 6= ω′ the estimator c(cb)4 (aω, aω′) should have been
used for ω = ω′ since C2(aω, a∗ω′) 6= 0 in that case. In case
of a purely Gaussian signal the authors found falsely a strong
contribution for ω = ω′ while C4(aω, a∗ω, aω, a
∗
ω) is in fact
strictly zero in such a case.
For 〈a〉 6= 0, 〈b〉 = 0, C2(a, b) = 0, and C2(a, b∗) = 0 we
obtain
c
(cc)
4 (a, b) =
m2
(m− 1)(m− 2)
(
aa∗bb∗ − a∗bb∗ a
−abb∗ a∗ − aa∗ bb∗ + 2bb∗ a a∗) . (61)
This estimator c(cc)4 (a, b) may find application for a polyspec-
trum if a = aω with ω ≈ 0. If C4(aω1 , aω2 , aω3 , aω4) needs
to be estimated with all frequency pairs ωj + ωi 6= 0, the
estimator c(j)4 should be used.
VII. THE VARIANCES OF ESTIMATORS
In a real-world application an approximation C˜ of a cumulant
C is calculated from a limited number M of estimates c via
C˜ = 〈c〉M . (62)
The variance σ2 of C˜
σ2 =
〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2
M
=
m(〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2)
mM
. (63)
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Fig. 1. The performance of different estimators is revealed by the scaled
variance
√
mV (c). The variance is calculated for Gaussian processes with
〈x〉 = 0 and 〈x2〉 = 1. The reduced estimators c(c)2 and c(c)4 (broken lines)
are superior over the full estimators c(b)2 and c
(b)
4 (solid lines). Surprisingly,
the full estimator c(b)3 performs better than its reduced counterpart c
(c)
3 for
m ≥ 5. The ultimately best estimator for C3(x, x, x) is c(c,Go)3 .
is a measure of how accurate C can be determined from mM
samples of the random variables. Regarding this, the scaled
variance
mV (c) = m(〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2) (64)
is a sensible measure for comparing the performance of
different estimators c with varying m. We calculate V (cn)
for a selection of estimators in Appendix A. The results can
be expressed in terms of cumulants of up to order 2n. In
general V (cn) can like Cn only be estimated from samples
of the random process. If the process is however dominated
by Gaussian noise, all cumulants of order three or higher
no longer contribute to V (cn) and the expressions for V (cn)
greatly simplify.
In the following, we compare univariate estimators where
x is dominated by a Gaussian contribution and 〈x〉 = 0.
Such processes often appear in physics where the use of an
AC-coupled amplifier leads to average free time-series. The
arrival of photons from a laser in a detector is known to
be Poisson-distributed. The signal is amplified and can be
sampled to yield a series of data points that should exhibit
an almost Gaussian, but still slightly asymmetric distribution
of values centered around zero. Figure 1 shows the square
root of the scaled variance, i.e.
√
mV (c), for six different
estimators for a random Gaussian process x with 〈x〉 = 0 and
〈x2〉 = 1. The value of √mV (c) for the full estimators c(b)2 ,
c
(b)
3 , and c
(b)
4 , which do not require 〈x〉 = 0, are plotted as
solid lines for increasing m. The reduced estimators c(c)2 , c
(c)
3 ,
and c(c)4 , which require 〈x〉 = 0, are shown as dashed lines.
The full expressions of V (c) for all estimators can be found
in Appendix A. In general, the estimators exhibit a larger√
mV (c) for increasing order. A factor of 10 between the
fourth and second order estimator results in practice in 100
times more samples that are required in the C4 case to obtain
a similar noise level of the estimate as compared to the C2
case.
The reduced estimators perform always better for C2 and C4.
Surprisingly, we find that the reduced estimator c(c)3 for C3
performs worse than the full estimator c(b)3 for m ≥ 5. Despite
the knowledge of x being average free, the reduced estimator
yields no benefit and should in fact be avoided for practical
purposes.
VIII. GAUSS-OPTIMAL ESTIMATORS
Next, we show that even better estimators for C3(x, x, x) than
c
(b)
3 can be found. The superposition c
(g,s)
3 = αc
(b)
3 + (1 −
α)c
(c)
3 is an unbiased estimator of C3(x, x, x) for 〈x〉 = 0 .
In case of a Gaussian process we find the scaled variance
mV (c
(c,s)
3 ) =
(
15− 18α+ 9m
2 − 9m+ 6
(m− 1)(m− 2)α
2
)
〈x2〉3
(65)
which assumes a minimal value of 6(3m2 + 6m −
4)〈x2〉3/(3m2 + 6m− 4) for α = (3m2 − 9m+ 6)/(3m2 −
3m+2). The minimal values for
√
mV (c
(c,s)
3 ) for increasing
m are plotted in Figure 1 (dotted line) and show a significant
improvement over the estimators c(b)3 and c
(c)
3 .
The utmost best estimator ist found by considering the most
general estimator for C3(x, x, x) with 〈x〉 = 0
c
(c,gen)
3 =
 1α1
α2

T 1 0 0m1m2 m2m2 0
m1
m3 3
m2
m3
m3
m3

−1 x3x2 x
x3
 . (66)
The equation is very similar to (28) where the matrix was
adapted for the case of a single variable x. We find 〈c(c,gen)3 〉 =
〈x3〉 + α1〈x2〉〈x〉 + α2〈x〉3 which means that for any non-
zero α1 or α2 a zero is effectively added to C3. While
the expectation value of the estimator 〈c(c,gen)3 〉 does not
depend on αi, an optimized variance V (c
(c,gen)
3 ) may be
found for non-zero αi. Here the estimator is optimized for a
Gaussian process x. A fully analytic solution is possible since
V (c
(c,gen)
3 ) is only quadratic in α1 and α2. The Gauss-optimal
(Go) estimator
c
(c,Go)
3 = x
3 − 3(m− 1)
m+ 1
x2 x (67)
with
mV (c
(c,Go)
3 ) =
6(m+ 4)〈x2〉3
m+ 1
(68)
follows with the help of computer algebra. The optimal values
of
√
mV (c
(c,Go)
3 ) for increasing m are plotted in Figure 1
(light grey line). The estimator c(c,Go)3 surpasses the perfor-
mance of the three other estimators c(b)3 , c
(c)
3 , and c
(c,s)
3 . We are
not aware that c(c,Go)3 has been discovered before in literature.
A corresponding calculation for C2 yields no improvement
over c(c)2 (x). Similarly, a longer calculation shows for C4 that
the Gauss-optimal estimator is given by the reduced estimator
c
(c)
4 (x) discussed previously by Blagouchine and Moreau [8].
Next, we derive Gauss-optimal estimators for cumulants of
more than one variable using the procedure above. The Gauss-
optimal second order estimator for C2(x, y), where 〈x〉 = 0
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the performance
√
mV (c) of three different estima-
tors for C3(x, x, z) in the case of two independent average-free Gaussian
processes x and z with 〈x2〉 = 〈z2〉 = 1. The new Gauss-optimal estimator
c
(h,Go)
3 (x, z) performs for any m samples better than both the reduced
estimator c(h)3 (x, z) and the full estimator c
(a)
3 (x, x, z).
and 〈y〉 6= 0, is identical with c(d)2 (x, y) = xy. The same holds
true for c(e)2 (x, y) = xy when 〈x〉 = 〈y〉 = 0.
The reduced estimator for C3(x, x, z) for 〈x〉 = 〈z〉 = 0 is
c
(h)
3 (x, z) = x
2z. (69)
with
mV (c
(h)
3 (x, z)) = 3〈x2〉2〈z2〉. (70)
The Gauss-optimal version of that estimator
c
(h,Go)
3 (x, z) =
m+ 2
m+ 1
x2z − m
m+ 1
x2 z (71)
exhibits an improved variance
mV (c
(h,Go)
3 (x, z)) =
2(m+ 2)〈x2〉2〈z2〉
m+ 1
. (72)
which outperforms the reduced estimator x2z by a factor of
up to 3/2 (compare also Figure 2). This authors of [12] inves-
tigated the current statistics of a quantum electronics device
using estimator c(h)3 (x, z) implemented in hard wired analog
electronics. Similar experiments may in the future benefit
from the use of the Gauss-optimal estimator c(h,Go)3 (x, z). The
general estimator c(a)3 (x, x, z) performs for large m almost as
good as c(h,Go)3 (x, z):
mV (c
(a)
3 (x, x, z)) =
2m2〈x2〉2〈z2〉
(m− 1)(m− 2) . (73)
The estimator for C3(x, y, z)
c
(d)
3 (x, y, z) = xyz (74)
is Gauss-optimal with
mV (c
(d)
3 (x, y, z)) = 〈x2〉〈y2〉〈z2〉. (75)
For comparison, the general estimator c(a)3 performs worse
with
mV (c
(a)
3 (x, y, z)) =
m2〈x2〉〈y2〉〈z2〉
(m− 1)(m− 2) . (76)
Fig. 3. Comparison of an average-free quasi Poisson distribution with
λ = 25 and a Gauss distribution. The slight asymmetry of the quasi Poisson
distribution causes a non-zero C3(x, x, x).
Fig. 4. Estimates of C3(x, x, x) = 〈x3〉 for three different quasi-Poisson
distributed variables x for increasing parameter λ = 25, 100, 400 (see text).
The new Gauss-optimal estimator c(c,Go)3 (black line) gives rise to less noise
than the reduced estimator c(c)3 (grey line).
Similarly, we find that c(e)3 (x, y, z), c
(f)
3 (x, y, z) and c
(cb)
3 (a, b)
are Gauss-optimal with
mV (c
(e)
3 (x, y, z)) =
m+ 1
m− 1 〈x
2〉C2(y, y)C2(z, z) (77)
mV (c
(f)
3 (x, y, z)) =
m〈x2〉〈y2〉C2(z, z)
m− 1 (78)
mV (c
(cd)
3 (a, b)) =
2m〈aa∗〉2C2(b, b∗)
m− 1 . (79)
The fourth order case for several variables is extremely intri-
cate and will not be discussed here. We suspect, however, that
the reduced fourth order estimators are always Gauss-optimal
like the univariate case c(c)4 (x) (see above).
IX. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR ESTIMATING C3(x, x, x)
In the section above we showed that the estimator c(c)3 = x3
is not Gauss-optimal for estimating C3(x, x, x) of an average
free random variable x. Instead we introduced the new esti-
mator c(c,Go)3 [see (67)]. Here we compare the performance
of c(c)3 and c
(c,Go)
3 in a numerical experiment for a random
variable x that is derived from a Poisson distributed variable h
with parameter λ which possesses the well-known probability
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distribution ph(n, λ) = λne−λ/n! for finding the value n. A
Poisson distribution is centered around h = λ with a variance
λ and exhibits a slight asymmetry (skewness) that gives rise
to a non-vanishing 〈h3〉 = λ1/2. The random variable
x = λ−1/2(h− λ) (80)
is constructed from h in a way to insure 〈x〉 = 0. Moreover,
the relations
C2(x, x) = 〈x2〉 = 1
C3(x, x, x) = 〈x3〉 = λ−1/2. (81)
hold as can be easily derived from the properties of the
Poisson distributed variable h. Figure 3 shows the probability
distribution of x for λ = 25 (where the discrete values
for x were replaced by vertical bars) in direct comparison
with the corresponding Gauss-distribution exp(−x2/2)/√2pi.
The long right hand tail of the distribution clearly reveals
an asymmetry that will lead to a non-vanishing C3(x, x, x).
Figure 4 shows 150 datapoints for the estimators c(c)3 and
c
(c,Go)
3 that were evaluated for different sets of m = 10
5
samples of x for three different values of λ. The datapoints
for λ = 25, 100, 400 scatter around the expected values for
C3(x, x, x) = 0.2, 0.1, 0.05. Intriguingly, the values of the
new estimator c(c,Go)3 scatter significantly less than those of
c
(c)
3 . We estimated the variance of the datapoints from 300
samples and found good agreement with the theoretically
expected values of σ2 = mV (c(c)3 )/10
5 ≈ 1.5 × 10−4 and
σ2 = mV (c
(c,Go)
3 )/10
5 ≈ 6× 10−5. Overall the improvement
of the variance of the scatter is a factor of 2.5 in agreement
with theory. We emphasize the importance of this result for
actual experiments. A factor of 2.5 less samples are sufficient
to obtain the same certainty about an estimate of C3(x, x, x)
using the new Gauss optimal estimator as compared to the
reduced estimator.
X. CONSISTENCY
Consistency of an estimator c is its property to converge to the
cumulant C that it is estimating for m → ∞. It is sufficient
to show that the variance V (c) → 0 for m → ∞ [13]. We
therefore find immediately consistency for all our estimators
that are labeled with a V in Table I. Their variances tend to
zero for increasing m as can be seen from the expressions
given in Appendix A. Consistency for any of our unbiased
estimators c is established by showing that their variances have
the property
V (c) = 〈c2〉 − C2
= 〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2 = O(m−1), (82)
where O(m−1) means that the order of all terms on the RHS
is O(m−1) or higher and consequently V (c)→ 0 for m→∞.
We first note that all estimators are of the form
c =
∑
k
ck
ck = pk,1 pk,2 ...pk,nk , (83)
where the ps are polynomials of the random variables and nk
is the number of factors that appear in ck. The statistical mean
of ck is
〈ck〉 = 〈pk,1〉〈pk,2〉...〈pk,nk〉+O(m−1). (84)
The example ck = x y z w appears in (45) where the leading
zero order contribution 〈x〉〈y〉〈z〉〈w〉 is found. The general
relation (84) follows from considering (88) where the leading
order originates from the contributions for ν = 0 in the
(recursive) sum. We consequently find
〈c〉2 =
∑
k,k′
〈pk,1〉...〈pk,nk〉〈pk′,1〉...〈pk′,nk′ 〉+O(m−1). (85)
Since c2 is also of the form defined in (83) we find using
again (84)
〈c2〉 =
∑
k,k′
〈pk,1〉...〈pk,nk〉〈pk′,1〉...〈pk′,nk′ 〉+O(m−1). (86)
which with the result for 〈c〉2 establishes our claim V (c) =
〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2 = O(m−1) and therefore consistency of any c.
XI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we derived multivariate unbiased estimators
for the second-, third- and fourth-order cumulants including
several cases with average-free variables and pairs of variables
with vanishing second order cumulant. The reduced third order
estimators c(c)3 = x3 and c
(h)
3 = x
2z for average free variables
turned surprisingly out to be not Gauss-optimal, while Gauss-
optimal alternative estimators could be derived in Section
VIII. An overview over the estimators along with a new
nomenclature is given in Table I. As a side result of our work
we gave two simple recursive formulas for finding multivariate
cumulants from moments and vice versa. We expect that some
of the new estimators will soon find application in signal
processing especially for estimating higher order noise spectra
from cumulants of Fourier coefficients.
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APPENDIX A
VARIANCES OF ESTIMATORS
Here we express the variances V (c) of a selection of estimators
c in terms of higher order cumulants. The calculation of
V (c) = 〈c2〉 − 〈c〉2 requires the evaluation of many terms
like 〈xy y xzz〉 etc. similar to terms in Section IV and V
where such expression had been evaluated by hand in terms of
moments. We employ here Computer Algebra to first express
the expected statistical values in terms of moments. The
method in Section V suggests a recursive algorithm. We seek
to calculate
〈p1 p2 · · · pN 〉 (87)
where pj are polynomials of the stochastic variables x, y,
etc. The recursive method requires us to be specific about
the number m of samples that is used for calculating pj . We
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therefore introduce the notation Am(pj) = pj which keeps
track of m. The calculation of 〈Am(p1) · · ·Am(pN )〉 can be
reformulated with the recursive helper function
H(Am(p1), · · · , Am(pN ))
=
N−1∑
ν=0
∑
all partitions of 2, 3, ..., N into
((i1, ..., iν ), (j1, ..., jN−1−ν ))
m〈p1pi1 · · · piν 〉
×H(Am−1(pj1), · · · , Am−1(pjn−1−ν ))(88)
and
〈p1 p2 · · · pN 〉 = 1
mN
H(Am(p1), · · · , Am(pN )). (89)
The partitions under the sum means that the indices 2 to
N have to be partitioned into ν different indices i and
into N − ν − 1 indices j. There are
(
N − 1
ν
)
different
possible partitions. All possible partitions {i1, ..., iν} of a set
A = {1, 2, ..., N} can be obtained in the computer algebra
system MATHEMATICA via the function Subsets[A, ν]. The
factor m in (88) leads after recursion to factors of the form
m(m − 1) · · · [compare e.g. (26)]. For ν = 0 the first factor
in the sum is 〈p1〉. For ν = N − 1 there are no indices j. For
that case H() = 1 has to be defined. After V (c) is expressed
in terms of higher order moments with the help of (89) the
moments are expressed in terms of higher order cumulants
using another recursive method
MN (x1, · · · , xN ) = CN (x1, ..., xN )
+
N−1∑
ν=1
∑
all partitions of 1, 2, ..., N into
((i1, ..., iν ), (j1, ..., jN−ν ))
ν
N
Cν(xi1 , ..., xiν )MN−ν(xj1 , · · ·xjN−ν ) (90)
(a short proof is given in Appendix B).
For completeness, we also state the inverse formula (cumulant
generating formula)
CN (x1, · · · , xN ) =MN (x1, · · · , xN )
−
N−1∑
ν=1
∑
all partitions of 1, 2, ..., N into
((i1, ..., iν ), (j1, ..., jN−ν ))
ν
N
Cν(xi1 , ..., xiν )MN−ν(xj1 , ..., xjN−ν ). (91)
Another recursive method for obtaining multivariate
MN (x1, · · · , xN ) and CN (x1, · · · , xN ) had been given
by Smith before [14]. He required a formula with multiple
sums over indices for the case of moments (instead of only
two sums in our case). The case of cumulants required in
addition a combination of two similarly complex formulas.
We are not aware that our more simple form had been
given in literature before. A non-recursive method due to
Leonov and Shiryaev for calculating multivariate cumulants
or moments using multiple partitions (which albeit may need
to be constructed recursively) can be found in [15] and [16].
After a computer algebra implementation of (89) and (90)
we found the variances below. The results for the k-statistics
V (c
(b)
3 ) and V (c
(b)
4 ) are in agreement with [17].
V (c
(a)
2 ) =
C4(x, x, y, y)
m
+
C22 (x, y)
m− 1 +
C2(x, x)C2(y, y)
m− 1
(92)
V (c
(d)
2 ) = 〈x2y2〉/m− 〈xy〉2/m
=
C4(x, x, y, y)
m
+
C22 (x, y)
m
+
C2(x, x)C2(y, y)
m
(93)
V (c
(a)
3 ) =
C6(x, x, y, y, z, z)
m
+
(
C4(x, x, y, y)C2(z, z)
m− 1 + 2 o.p.
)
+
(
2C4(x, x, y, z)C2(y, z)
m− 1 + 2 o.p.
)
+
(
2C3(x, x, y)C3(y, z, z)
m− 1 + 2 o.p.
)
+
3C23 (x, y, z)
m− 1
+
(
mC2(x, x)C
2
2 (y, z)
(m− 1)(m− 2) + 2 o.p.
)
+
2mC2(x, y)C2(y, z)C2(z, x)
(m− 1)(m− 2)
+
mC2(x, x)C2(y, y)C2(z, z)
(m− 1)(m− 2) (94)
V (c
(b)
3 ) =
C6(x, x, x, x, x, x)
m
+
9C4(x, x, x, x)C2(x, x)
m− 1
+
9C23 (x, x, x)
m− 1
+
6mC32 (x, x)
(m− 1)(m− 2) (95)
V (c
(c)
3 ) = (〈x6〉 − 〈x3〉2)/m
=
C6(x, x, x, x, x, x)
m
+
15C4(x, x, x, x)C2(x, x)
m
+
9C23 (x, x, x)
m
+
15C32 (x, x)
m
(96)
V (c
(d)
3 ) =
C6(x, x, y, y, z, z)
m
+
(
C4(x, x, y, y)C2(z, z)
m
+ 2 o.p.
)
+
(
4C4(x, x, y, z)C2(y, z)
m
+ 2 o.p.
)
+
(
2C3(x, x, y)C3(y, z, z)
m
+ 2 o.p.
)
+
3C23 (x, y, z)
m
+
(
2
C2(x, x)C
2
2 (y, z)
m
+ 2 o.p.
)
+
8C2(x, y)C2(y, z)C2(z, x)
m
+
C2(x, x)C2(y, y)C2(z, z)
m
(97)
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V (c
(b)
4 ) =
C8(x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x)
m
+
16C6(x, x, x, x, x, x)C2(x, x)
m− 1
+
48C5(x, x, x, x, x)C3(x, x, x)
m− 1
+
34C24 (x, x, x, x)
m− 1
+
72mC4(x, x, x, x)C
2
2 (x, x)
(m− 1)(m− 2)
+
144mC23 (x, x, x)C2(x, x)
(m− 1)(m− 2)
+
24m(m+ 1)C42 (x, x)
(m− 1)(m− 2)(m− 3) (98)
The variance of the unbiased estimator c(c)4 (x) where 〈x〉 = 0
was given by Blagouchine in [8] in terms of moments of x.
We could verify their result and rewrite it here in terms of
cumulants
V (c
(c)
4 ) =
C8(x, x, x, x, x, x, x, x)
m
+
16C6(x, x, x, x, x, x)C2(x, x)
m
+
56C5(x, x, x, x, x)C3(x, x, x)
m
+
(34m− 16)C24 (x, x, x, x)
m(m− 1)
+
72C4(x, x, x, x)C
2
2 (x, x)
m− 1
+
160C23 (x, x, x)C2(x, x)
m
+
24(m+ 2)C42 (x, x)
m(m− 1) (99)
V (c
(ca)
4 ) =
C8(a, a
∗, a, a∗, b, b∗, b, b∗)
m
+
2C6(a, a
∗, b, b∗, b, b∗)C2(a, a∗)
m
+
2C6(a, a
∗, a, a∗, b, b∗)C2(b, b∗)
m
+
C4(a, a
∗, a, a∗)C4(b, b∗, b, b∗)
m− 1
+
(7m− 6)C24 (a, a∗, b, b∗)
m(m− 1)
+
C4(a, a
∗, a, a∗)C22 (b, b
∗)
m− 1
+
4C4(a, a
∗, b, b∗)C2(a, a∗)C2(b, b∗)
m
+
C4(b, b
∗, b, b∗)C22 (a, a
∗)
m− 1
+
C22 (a, a
∗)C22 (b, b
∗)
m− 1 (100)
V (c
(cb)
4 ) = · · ·
+
(m+ 1)C22 (a, a
∗)C22 (b, b
∗)
m(m− 1)
+
2(m+ 1)C2(a, a
∗)C2(a, b∗)C2(b, a∗)C2(b, b∗)
m(m− 1)
+
(m+ 1)C22 (a, b
∗)C22 (b, a
∗)
m(m− 1) (101)
In the last result we omitted the quite lengthy contributions of
terms that included cumulants of order three and higher.
APPENDIX B
RECURSIVE CALCULATION OF MULTIVARIATE
CUMULANTS
Here we give a short proof of the cumulant/moment generating
recursive formulas used in Appendix A. Smith gives the
following recursive formula for the univariate case [14]
CN (u, ..., u) =MN (u, ..., u)
−
N−1∑
ν=1
(
N − 1
ν
)
CN−ν(u, ..., u)Mν(u, ..., u) (102)
or equivalently
CN (u, ..., u) =MN (u, ..., u)
−
N−1∑
ν=1
(
N − 1
ν − 1
)
Cν(u, ..., u)MN−ν(u, ..., u). (103)
The multivariate case is obtained from (103) considering u =
~k~x. The coefficient of the term with the factor k1k2...kN in
CN (~k~x, ...,~k~x) [LHS of (103)] is N !CN (x1, ..., xN ) where we
made use of the multilinearity of cumulants. The coefficient
of the RHS of (103) is
N !MN (x1, ..., xN )
−
N−1∑
ν=1
∑
all permutations of 1, 2, ..., N into
((i1, ..., iν ), (j1, ..., jN−ν ))
(
N − 1
ν − 1
)
×Cν(xi1 , ..., xiν )MN−ν(xj1 , ..., xjN−ν ). (104)
Since Cν(xi1 , ..., xiν ) and MN−ν(xj1 , ..., xjN−ν ) are identical
under permutation of their arguments, we can rewrite the above
equation as
N !MN (x1, ..., xN )
−
N−1∑
ν=1
∑
all partitions of 1, 2, ..., N into
((i1, ..., iν ), (j1, ..., jN−ν ))
(
N − 1
ν − 1
)
ν!(N − ν)!
×Cν(xi1 , ..., xiν )MN−ν(xj1 , ..., xjN−ν ), (105)
where the factors ν! and (N − ν)! correctly regard the mul-
tiplicities of identical factors Cν and MN−ν . After rewriting(
N − 1
ν − 1
)
= (N − 1)!/((ν − 1)!(N − ν)!) we obtain (91).
The moment generating formula (90) follows directly from
(91) by rearranging the sums from the RHS to the LHS.
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